
There are two vessels in the Mishkan and Beis HaMikdash that have a requirement of tamid -

always, the Shulchan (Table) and the Menora. Concerning the Shulchan the Torah says, “And

you shall place the Lechem HaPanim (Showbread) on the Shulchan before Me, tamid” (25:30).

With regard to the Menora it says, “[They should take oil] to kindle a light tamid” (27:20). Rashi

(Chagiga 26b, Shmos 27:20) explains that although the word tamid is used in both contexts, it

has two distinct meanings: constant and consistent. The mitzva of the Shulchan was to

constantly hold the Lechem HaPanim while the Menora did not need to be continuously alight.

Its mitzva was to be kindled every evening - consistently. Similarly, the Korban Tamid - daily

burnt sacrifice, was offered twice daily, not every moment.

With this, Rashi resolves a difficulty with a Gemara in Chagiga. During the Yamim Tovim, there

were many visitors to the Beis HaMikdash. Some of them were unlearned and not familiar with

the laws of purity. There was a concern that one of these people might touch one of the vessels

in the Beis HaMikdash, rendering it tamai - ritually impure. The last Mishna in Chagiga says that

a warning was issued: “Be careful to avoid touching the Shulchan.” Unlike all other vessels, the

Shulchan could not be removed from the Beis HaMikdash and immersed should it become

tamai, as that would disrupt its continuity. Consequently, it warranted extra concern.

The Gemara (26b) explains that the Mishna did not mention a warning for the Menora because it

does not say tamid by the Menora and there would be no issue with removing it temporarily.

The obvious difficulty with this is that the Torah clearly does say tamid with regards to the

Menora! Shouldn’t the Mishna be concerned for the Menora too? In light of the above, Rashi

explains that although the Torah does say tamid by the Menora just as by the Shulchan, it

connotes a different kind of “always.” The Menora could be removed and immersed without

disrupting its consistency, as long as it would be returned for the evening lighting.

The Gemara in Bava Basra (25b) says, “One who wants to become wise should face southward

[when davening] and one who wants to become wealthy should face northward.” The Gemara

adds a mnemonic: “The Shulchan is in the north and the Menora in the south.” This refers to the

placement of these vessels in the inner chamber of the Beis HaMikdash. (See Mishna Berura

94:12 that one’s body should be turned in the same direction as the congregation and just his

face turned in the desired direction.) This idea demonstrates that the Shulchan represents

parnasa and wealth, while the Menora symbolizes Torah and wisdom. Perhaps with this

symbolism we can gain a deeper understanding for the variance in the mitzvos of these two

vessels.

The necessity of parnasa is ubiquitous - ever-present and unchanging, and not specific to any

day. There is no daily mitzva to exert effort toward parnasa. It is a result-oriented endeavor;

nothing matters other than having bread on the table. Accordingly, the mitzva of the Lechem

HaPanim was a constant mitzva, to be placed on the Shulchan and left there perpetually. (Every

week they would be exchanged for a fresh set of Lechem HaPanim.)

With Torah, in contrast, the obligation is delineated by days. Chazal say, “Each day the Torah

should be like new in your eyes, as if it was given to you today from Sinai” (Rashi Devorim 26:16

and Tanchuma Ki Savo 1). Each day requires one to engage in Torah and spirituality and each

day demands its own unique spiritual growth. Each day we kindle the light of Torah with new

gusto, reaching for new spiritual heights. On some days it may go more easily and on some a

little less, but the effort invested each day is important even if it yields minimal returns. Small

accomplishments build on each other with every successive day.

This Shabbos is Parshas Zachor, when we recount and remind ourselves of our historic

altercation with the nation of Amalek. We remember not just the battle but also the

circumstances that led to the attack. “Amalek came and waged war with the Jewish nation at

Rephidim” (Shmos 17:8). Chazal explain that the name Rephidim is a contraction of “Rafu

yedeihem min hatorah,” they relaxed their efforts in Torah (Bechoros 5b, Sanhedrin 106a). They

may have still been engaged in Torah but in a weaker and less energetic fashion. Such an

attitude makes one susceptible to an attack from Amalek.

Let us learn from this to constantly keep our spiritual engines on full throttle, consistently

growing with each new day.
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קח אהרן את אלישבע בת
עמינדב אחות נחשון לו לאשה

“And Aharon took Elisheva, the
daughter of Aminadav, the sister
of Nachshon for himself as a
wife.” (Vaerah 6:23)

“And Aharon took Elisheva, the
daughter of Aminadav, the
sister of Nachshon for himself
as a wife.”
Chazal derive from here that
when a man marries a woman
he should check if her brothers
are of good character.  
One who marries a woman
needs to look into her brothers,
as it says here, “Aharon took
Elisheva…the sister of
Nachshon…”. If the Posuk
already tells us that Elisheva
was the daughter of Aminadav,
do we not know on our own
that she was the sister of
Nachshon? Why does the
Posuk have to add the words,
“the sister of Nachshon”? 
From this we understand the
importance of investigating into
the brothers of a woman one
wants to marry, as most sons
turn out similar to their
mother’s brothers. 
[Bava Basra 110a] 



That itself is the real reward of a mitzvah. Likewise, the punishment for a sin is the separation and severance from
Hashem. The pain and suffering that are the result of a sin are secondary to this much greater penalty. The more a
person sins, the further he distances himself from Hashem and it is possible to eventually reach a point of no return.
The sinning itself is what brings a person to a place where he can no longer do teshuva. Why? Rabbi Dessler explains
that when a person commits a sin, there is a spirit of foolishness that takes hold of him and he later regrets his action.
But if he repeats his actions, the foolishness that drove him to sin in the first place takes hold of his judgment, and
affects his perception. He begins to believe that he did nothing wrong, and no longer regrets his actions. He continues
his bad conduct and does not look back. Eventually, it becomes an ideal that he lives with. This is in line with what
Chazal teach us כיון שעבר אדם עבירה ושנה בה נעשית לו כהיתר - If a person transgresses and repeats, it becomes to him as
if its permitted. (Kiddushin 20a)
Sam was a diabetic who had a strong craving for sweets and an intolerance to insulin. He knew that sugary foods are
harmful for him, but his desires were so strong that he was not able to resist his urge. At first, he would enjoy small
amounts of sweets and would then regret it, for he knew it was dangerous for him. After several violations of the
doctor’s orders, his attitude changed. He was no longer troubled by his prognosis. Instead, he took pride in the fact that
he would not let his medical condition compromise his way of life. As he continued to consume more and more sweet
foods, he became more and more convinced that he was doing the right thing. He continued this way until he died a
short while later.
Pharaoh acted in a similar way. He knew from the onset that he was wrong for enslaving the Jews and tormenting them,
but he convinced himself that he was doing the right thing. He made an ideology out of it. There was no way for him to
repent because as far as his corrupted mind was concerned, he was a tzaddik, and nothing he did required teshuva. This
is all the working of Hashem. It is the nature that Hashem put into creation and into the human psyche. Had Pharaoh
realized in time, he would have been able to do teshuva, but by indulging in sin and making a שיטה out of it, he got
himself stuck in the quagmire of sin, and sunk ever deeper. Hashem hardened his heart, but only because Pharaoh
chose to go in that direction. Hashem simply played along with the rules that Pharaoh had chosen.
This is a great lesson we can learn from Pharaoh. It is easy for us to excuse our bad habits and actions, but if we are not
on top of our game, we can find ourselves in situations of no return. This goes the other way as well. When we choose
to do mitzvos and pursue actions that bring us close to Hashem, we set ourselves on a course of greatness and holiness.
Our destiny is in our hands. We can choose which way we want to go and whichever way we choose, we will get there.


